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Felco 6
Comfortable to use and every bit as sturdy and powerful as all other Felco
models, this tool is ideal for small pruning work such as grape vines, shrubs,
and young trees. It is also the first choice of many florists. With a
screw-mounted anvil blade, the overall shorter blade style facilitates closer
cutting to the stem of the plant.
Length: 7 1/4 inches (19.5cm) Weight: 7.5oz (210g).
1 per pack

Felco 9
Felco itself states that this pruner sets the standard for high leverage and
effortless pruning. It is identical to the Felco 7, except for the rotating
handle. Light alloy handles are shaped to act as an extension of the forearm and
the anvil blade handle is designed to prevent the pruner from sliding through
your hand. Hollow-ground, this Swiss precision-hardened steel blade features a
wire-cutting notch. The blades are set on dowel pins for easy maintenance and
replacement. All of this and it's designed just for lefties.
Length 8 1/4 inches (21cm) Weight 8.7oz (245g).
1 per pack

ARS 15cm Folding Saw 210-DX
Probably the most popular folding pruning saw being used in the South African
vineyard and orchard industry at the moment, also known as the CAP-210 saw. This
saw comes with a tough, injection moulded handle which makes it difficult to
break. The blade is hard chrome plated to eliminate rust, and taper ground to
prevent it sticking in the cut. Keeping the blade open is easy with the very
simple catch which hooks onto the blade and locks in place.
Total length when open is 350mm and the weight is 140grams.
This 210-DX is very handy for keeping in your pocket, or in one of the leather
holsters we can supply. Keep one in your vehicle for any odd pruning job that
may arise.
As with all ARS pruning saws the 210-DX works on the pull stroke for safety.
1 per pack

ARS 160-0.6 Cut & Hold Snipper Long Reach
The 160-0.6 cut and hold pruner is ideal for cutting roses and other plants
where there is a possibility of getting injured by the thorns. The 60cm long
handles provide extra reach to get into the bushes but at the same time keep
your hands away from thorns or delicate stems. Also ideal for harvesting cut
flowers that have long delicate stems that you would not like to damage [lilies
are a good example] The cutting head has an integrated "cut and hold" grip to
hold flowers or branches that have been cut off, for easy removal from the
plant. The rotating arm enables the user to make cuts from any angle. Super
lightweight design, but still incredibly strong.
Length : 62cm.
Weight : 360g.
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ARS 17cm Folding Saw Z-17
The Z-17 folding saw has a larger handle than the 210-DX but still has a
straight blade.
This saw also has a slightly longer blade [170mm] than the 210-DX saw [150mm]
and comes with a tough, injection moulded handle that is designed for comfort
and safety. The blade is hard chrome plated to eliminate rust and the precision
ground teeth are razor sharp, ensuring a fast, clean cut. The Z-17's blade is
locked in place with a spring-loaded plastic clip that activates as soon as you
open the blade.
Spare catch sets and nut/bolt sets are available.
Total length when open is 383mm and the weight is 175grams.
As with all ARS pruning saws this works on the pull stroke for safety.
1 per pack

ARS 18cm Folding Saw Curved Blade GR-18L
We have recently added the GR-18L folding saw, which has a curved blade to the
range of ARS saws that we offer to the South African market. This folding saw
has a very comfortable, virtually unbreakable grip that is slightly larger than
the handle of the 210-DX and is formed to ensure the user's hand does not slip
while sawing. The curved blade is hard chrome plated and taper ground. The
curvature of the blade helps to keep it in the cut so no energy is wasted. The
blade locking system is very simple catch which hooks onto the blade and locks
in place.
Total length when open is 410mm and the saw only weighs 165grams.
1 per pack

ARS 27cm Saw in Sheath TL-27
Another very popular saw used in the orchards of the Western Cape in South
Africa. Also known as the CAP-27 saw. This saw has a 2-Way tilt grip and Super
Turbocut teeth on the 270mm blade to increase productivity during the pruning
season. The 2-Way tilt grip [the angle of the blade is changed with a thumb
operated lever] facilitates pruning trunks, or branches, high or low or at any
angle. The specially set teeth, immune to sawdust deposit, cut easily and
smoothly into green wood, either straight, across or diagonally to the grain.
The lightweight, easy to carry sheath has dual rollers at its mouth which firmly
hold the saw, even when turned upside down. The rollers also help the saw to be
pulled out of the sheath smoothly, without damaging the teeth.
Weighing only 200grams, and with a die cast aluminium handle covered with
rubber, you can prune effortlessly without fatigue.
1 per pack

ARS 32cm Saw in Sheath UV-32E with curved blade
This saw is specifically designed for arborists, but is just as effective when
used in fruit orchards and landscaping applications. The rubber coating on the
ergonomically designed grip, makes sawing a pleasure. The 32cm blade is taper
ground, impulse hardened and hard chrome plated which results in superior
durability and hardness. Due to the fact that the UV-32E saw has a "Super
Turbocut" tooth design smooth cutting performance is enhanced when cutting wood
horizontally, vertically or any other angle. The saw is sold with a sheath that
has a guide roller to ensure smooth movement of the saw into and out of the
sheath. The sheath helps to prevent injuries and is handy for tree climbing. The
belt clip on the sheath is reversible, enabling left and right handed users to
use the saw with comfort.
1 per pack
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ARS 32cm Wooden Handled Saw PS-32LL
This saw, also known as the CAP-32, excels when used in orchards and is
recommended for use in olive trees. The saw can be used to for cutting branches
up to 9"/225mm in diameter, utilising a longer tooth pitch than the other saws
on offer, over a long 32cm blade. The hard chrome plating eliminates rust and
resins will not cling to the blade and green wood will not clog the teeth.
A very comfortable, ergonomically curved, beech wood handgrip prevents hand
slip and fatigue when pruning in the orchard and olive grove. This saw has a
strong, broad blade which can handle some of the more demanding pruning jobs.
1 per pack

ARS LPA-30L Anvil Lopper
Long-reach professional orchard bypass lopper.

ARS Pruning Shear 130-DX
The 130-DX pocket pruner is a precision pruner for lighter duty pruning,
especially suited for smaller hands. The hard chrome plated blades are precision
ground to ensure smooth, clean and easy cutting. Due to the hardening process
the blades last longer and withstand rust. The anatomically shaped handles,
together with the angled cutting head make it easier to get into narrow spaces
for precision pruning.
Ideal for use in nurseries and for making cuttings.
The rubber buffer and easy locking system make this a very simple, but effective
pruning shear.
1 per pack

ARS Pruning Shear CB-8
The CB-8 pruners from ARS are very effective pruners with exceptionally sharp
blades - even thicker branches or vines can be cut using these shears. The
design of the shear allows the blade to open wide, with a relatively small grip
opening. The upper handle of the shear is rubber coated to fit comfortably into
the palm of the hand, eliminating fatigue. Heavy duty pruning in the orchard,
vineyard or any horticultural application is handled with ease. The CB-8 is
ideal for most pruning jobs in vineyards, nurseries and landscaping.
Length: 20cm. Weight: 235g
The innovative locking system works on the basis of "squeeze and open". All the
user needs to do is press the handles together and the spring-loaded locking
catch will open up, allowing you to begin pruning. The catch will then stay open
as long as you are busy.
1 per pack
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ARS Pruning Shear V-8Z
The V-8Z pruners can be used for commercial pruning in vineyards, orchards and
horticulture. We introduced these shears to the South African market during the
2009 pruning season and have had very positive feedback regarding their
performance relative to price. The ergonomically shaped handles are die-cast
aluminium for extra strength and the non-slip grip makes it easier to control
the pruner during intensive pruning. The polyurethane cushions on both handles,
together with the quality spring, ensure that the user's hand, wrist and forearm
are not placed under excessive stress, leading to injury, during the pruning
season.
Length: 20cm. Weight: 230g
The V8 and V9 pruners have the same innovative "squeeze and open" locking
system that is used on the CB-8 and 9 pruners.
1 per pack

ARS Pruning Shear V-9Z
The V-9Z pruners can be used for commercial pruning in vineyards, orchards and
horticulture. We introduced these shears to the South African market during the
2009 pruning season and have had very positive feedback regarding their
performance relative to price. The ergonomically shaped handles are die-cast
aluminium for extra strength and the non-slip grip makes it easier to control
the pruner during intensive pruning. The polyurethane cushions on both handles,
together with the quality spring, ensure that the user's hand, wrist and forearm
are not placed under excessive stress, leading to injury, during the pruning
season.
Length: 23cm. Weight: 265g
The V8 and V9 pruners have the same innovative "squeeze and open" locking system
that is used on the CB-8 and 9 pruners.
1 per pack

ARS Sharpener File (for saws only)
The 9F-10 saw sharpener is available to help you maintain the sharp edge on the
blades of your ARS saw during intensive use. The diamond profile of the file
allows the user to get between the teeth on the saw and file them sharp. As with
all professional tools the blades will get blunt/dull after intensive use and
they should then be replaced with an original ARS blade. This will ensure your
ARS saws give you many years of excellent use.
1 per pack

Bahco 2444 Carpenters Knife with sheath
Length 230mm / 9in. Multi-purpose knife with high quality stainless steel blade
and bi-component handle. Polished stainless steel blade. Two-component handle
for comfortable grip. The knife comes in practical plastic case with belt clip.
Ideal for fishermen, hunters, leisure, work around the house and garden.
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Bahco 384-6T Pole Saw
This pole pruning saw is also supplied with a steel tube handle enabling it to
be used with 25mm diameter extension or telescopic poles [See below]. This saw
does not have the hook on the end so is ideal for getting into dense trees or
shrubs at height. Also easy to extract the saw from the plant once the pruning
is complete.
Spare Blades as well as sockets are available for pole saws.
1 per pack

Bahco 385-6T Pole Saws
The 385 Pole saws are ideal for any pruning that has to be done at heights over
3m. They are supplied with a steel tube handle so they can be used with 25mm
diameter extension or telescopic poles [See below]. The blade tip on these 2
models is extended into a hook to prevent the blade sliding out of the kerf
while you are sawing.
TIP: This hook also comes in handy if you want to pull some branches out of the
canopy after they have been cut.
There is a striking knife attached to the blade and handle to cut the bark
before sawing through the branch, this will prevents the bark stripping and
leaving your tree with an unsightly wound. The 385 saw has fileable teeth.
Spare Blades as well as sockets are available for pole saws.
1 per pack

Bahco 386-6T Pole Saws
The 386 Pole saws are ideal for any pruning that has to be done at heights over
3m.

Bahco AP-3M 3m Aluminium Extension Pole
Bahco telescopic extension poles are available for use with the complete range
of Bahco top pruners and pole saws.
1 per pack
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Bahco AP-5M 5m Aluminium Extension Pole
Bahco telescopic extension poles are available for use with the complete range
of Bahco top pruners and pole saws.
1 per pack

Bahco Felling Axe FGS-1.6-810 Wood Handle
Felling Axes are heavier axes with longer handles and a thin edge, to cut easily
into the wood when felling trees. These axes have head weights that range
between 1Kg and 1,8Kg and the curved ashwood handles range from 600 - 800mm in
length. Handles are secured to the head with a carbon fibre wedge as well as a
metal ring wedge, and are replaceable.
Head: 1,6kg. Length: 800mm. Total weight: 2,275kg.
1 per pack

Bahco FP-3M 3m Fibreglass Extension Pole
Bahco telescopic extension poles are available for use with the complete range
of Bahco top pruners and pole saws.
* The Fibreglass pole is ideally suited for use where there is a risk of coming
into contact with electricity lines, while the aluminium poles offer durability.
All poles are easily extended and locked in place with a simple twist on the
sections, supplied with wing nuts for attaching Bahco pole saws.
1 per pack

Bahco General Purpose Axe HGPS-1.0-400 Wood Handle
Bahco hatchets are lightweight axes with a short handle which makes them easy to
carry around and they can even be used indoors. The hatchets are ideally suited
to situations where alien vegetation has to be cleared, due to its light weight.
It is also ideal for chopping/splitting wood for your braai [BBQ] or fireplace.
The head is equipped with a thin blade for an easier, finer cut.
Head weights range from 600g to 1kg and the ashwood handle lengths range from
360mm to 400mm.
Head: 1,0kg. Length: 400mm. Total weight: 1,285kg.
1 per pack
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Bahco P121-20 Secateur
This is a traditional and robust design secateur for gardening, landscaping and
vineyard work. The 2 sizes make it a versatile tool for many cutting purposes,
and the high quality Bahco blade ensures a clean cut every time. The locking
mechanism is a simple wire clasp at the end of the handle that folds away while
the tool is in use. The blade is replaceable.
Length: 20cm. Weight: 242g
1 per pack

Bahco P121-23 Secateur
This is a traditional and robust design secateur for gardening, landscaping and
vineyard work. The 2 sizes make it a versatile tool for many cutting purposes,
and the high quality Bahco blade ensures a clean cut every time. The locking
mechanism is a simple wire clasp at the end of the handle that folds away while
the tool is in use. The blade is replaceable.
Length: 23cm. Weight: 314g
1 per pack

Bahco P16-60 Lopper
The P16-60 lopper from Bahco is lightweight and robust. Probably the most
popular bypass lopper in South Africa for use in vineyards. The blade has the
"double radii" design feature also found on the P19-80 lopper, giving quick and
powerful cuts. A robust counter blade also helps to finish the cut smoothly and
easily while the rubber buffers between the handles help to prevent fatigue,
reduce injuries to the elbow, and enhance the comfort of the user.
Length: 60cm. Weight: 992g
*40cm short handle, and 70cm long handle versions available on order*
1 per pack

Bahco P160-SL-60 Lopper
Medium-reach professional orchard bypass lopper.
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Bahco P160-SL-75 Lopper
Long-reach professional orchard bypass lopper.

Bahco P280-SL-80 Heavy Duty Lopper
The heavy duty P280 is the latest lopper from Bahco, and their first with a
lever action cutting system. The 80cm handles are made from super light
aluminium to reduce weight, but there is no compromise on strength. Rubber
buffers are included to ease the shock on the user's wrists and forearms. The
lever action cutting system makes cutting up to 50% easier.
Length: 80cm. Weight: 1320g
1 per pack

Bahco P34-27A Tree Pruner
The P34-27A top pruner is the lighter duty top pruner available from Bahco and
is ideally suited to gardeners and professional users with less demanding
applications. The P34-27A also has a fully hardened blade together with a
stamped, hardened counter blade. On the P34-27A the counter blade is
replaceable. A sap groove on the counter blade prevents sticking. The steel
clamp tightens with screws enabling the user to fit the tool to a pole with a
diameter of 25mm. Delivered with a rope.
1 per pack

Bahco P34-37 Tree Pruner
We believe the P34-37 is the best top pruner available on the market today,
satisfying even the most demanding users. It has a fully hardened,
double-bevelled blade and a stamped fully hardened counter blade. The sap groove
prevents the blade sticking, eliminating wasted time and effort. The triple
action pulley and lever action gives an amazing amount of cutting power. One of
the great things about the P34-37 is that it has an adjustable clamp which means
it can fit onto poles with diameters ranging from 25mm to 35mm.
Another nice feature is the ability to mount a pruning saw blade on top of the
pruner as seen in this picture. By doing this you can saw occasional branches
without having to remove the P34-37 from the pole and mount a complete pole saw
in its place.
When using the top pruner the user places the counter blade over the branch
being cut and upon pulling the rope the blade will cut from below which ensures
the falling limb does not pull a strip of bark off the tree. Delivered with a 5m
rope and plastic toggle/handle, and can be mounted on any of the poles described
below.
1 per pack
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Bahco P51 Hedge Shear
The P51 is a high quality hedge shear for professional use in parks, vineyards,
estates and particularly for topiary art work. These hedge shears are highly
rated and our customers that use them are convinced they are the best shears
available. Reduced fatigue through superior cutting performance and very
comfortable handling.
Length: 57cm. Weight: 1080g
1 per pack

Bahco P51-SL Light Handle Hedge Shear
The SL range is fitted with new light weight aluminium handles to reduce
fatigue, while adding strength. For use in parks, vineyards and estates.
Includes serrations on the one blade for cutting thicker branches. Reduced
fatigue through superior cutting performance and very comfortable handling.
Length: 57cm. Weight: 990g
In addition to the above hedge shears Bahco also manufactures 2 long handled
edge shears for the gardener or landscaper.
1 per pack

Bahco P51H-SL Long Handle Hedge Shear
The P51H has the same stamped and fully hardened blades as the P51 hedge shear.
The handles are 36cm long for extended reach and cutting range. When using the
P51H with its longer handles you can often eliminate the use of a ladder.
Length: 73cm. Weight: 1230g
In addition to the above hedge shears Bahco also manufactures 2 long handled
edge shears for the gardener or landscaper.
1 per pack

Bahco P74 Lawn Shear
The P74 lawn shears have a "ducks foot" design for cutting grass while standing.
As with the P75 the blades are fully hardened and very sharp. For comfort the
steel handles are fitted with rubber grips and have a rubber "bumpers" to
minimise shock on the wrists.
The length of the tool is 109cm
1 per pack
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Bahco P75 Lawn Edge Shear
The P75 edge shears are very handy for cutting lawn edges without having to bend
down or get on your hands and knees. The blades are fully hardened for longer
life and the steel handles are equipped with comfortable rubber grips.
The length of the tool is 99cm.
1 per pack

Bahco SE-16-21 Economy Bow Saw
Bahco has manufactured saws for more than 130 years in the world's largest
handsaw factory in Sweden. Continuous development work, in close co-operation
with professional experts, is a vital ingredient in the quest for developing new
and better saws and Bahco is a world leader in the manufacture and supply of
premium bowsaw blades.
Bahco ERGO bowsaws are made from high quality steel and protected by a coating
of high-impact enamel paint.
The Ergonomic, integrated handle makes sawing effortless and comfortable at the
same time.
The innovative, easy-to-use tension mechanism allows for maximum tension and
safe handling. This high blade tension, up to 120kp, is critical for best
performance and straight cutting.
The virtually unbreakable hand guard makes knuckle and hand injuries a thing of
the past.
These bowsaws are manufactured from lighter metal tube than the FORCE range but
still have the same high quality blade that Bahco is famous for. The best
quality blade is essential for successful cutting.
The saws are available in 530mm length and are fitted with "type 51" blades
which are used for effortless cutting of both dry and green wood. A plastic
knuckle protector is also supplied.
1 per pack

Bahco Secateur P1-20
The Bahco P1-20 is an ergonomically designed garden pruner with a medium handle
and a medium cutting head.
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Bahco SHARP-X Sharpening Stone – Tungsten
Professional tungsten-carbide sharpener to re-sharpen all types of cutting
blades. The two component plastic handle makes it very comfortable to use and
also very secure with two stops that avoid fingers slipping down to the cutting
edge of the blade. Two carbide edges for easy use.
1 per pack

Bahco Sharpening File (for saws only)
Double Edge File 6" WASA Smooth

Bahco Splitting Axe FFSS-1.5-900FG Fibreglass
Handle
This is a flare-headed felling axe with a long, straight handle enabling a long
swing and deep cut. The 3 component handle - Polypropylene handle with fibre
glass core and elastomer grip - ensures comfort, safety and long life. A large
at the end of the handle makes the axe easy to hang when not in use.
Head: 1,5kg. Length: 900mm. Total weight: 2,4kg.
1 per pack

Bahco Splitting Axe LS-MERLIN-2.5FG Fibreglass
Handle
Another excellent Bahco product for splitting wood. It is flat on one side for
use as a hammer/maul to drive a wedge, and the special wedge-shaped head,
together with its weight, makes it easier to penetrate and split wood. The 3
component handle - Polypropylene handle with fibre glass core and elastomer grip
- ensures comfort, safety and long life.
A comfortable non-slip grip on the fibre glass handle offers a soft and secure
grip and the large suspension hole makes the axe easy to hang when not in use.
Head: 2,5kg. Length: 900mm. Total weight: 3,5kg.
1 per pack
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Bahco Splitting Axe SUS-2.0-800 Wood Handle
At last, an axe that has been designed specifically for splitting wood! Are you
tired of trying to split wood with an axe that has been designed for felling
trees, or for general purpose work? Then the SUS-2.0-800 axe is the solution to
your problems. The special wedge shaped head, as well as its weight, provide
easier penetration when forcing wood apart.
The head of the axe weighs 2Kg and the length of the axe is 800mm. Quality
ashwood handle secured with a carbon wedge and metal ring wedge.
Head: 2kg. Length: 800mm. Total weight: 2,4kg.
1 per pack

Bahco Splittling Axe MES-3.5-900FG Fibreglass
Handle
Heavy splitting axe for use both as a splitting axe and a hammer to drive a
wedge.

CAP Leather Holsters
These leather holsters are made from high quality leather, with a leather strap
and press stud to hold the shear in place, they are available in 2 variants:
Holster with loop OR Holster with clip to fasten onto your belt
1 per pack

Corona Avo Clippers
Harvesting Avocado Pears require a specific scissor so that the fruit is handled
correctly. The Corona scissor is manufactured from high grade stainless steel
that remains hygienic and can be cleaned easily. Vinyl coated handles ensure
for more comfort.
1 per pack
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Corona Citrus Clippers
Used for harvesting fruit such as oranges, grapefruit, naartjies and lemons. The
Corona citrus clipper has an “anvil” cutting action, meaning it has a sharp
blade that cuts against a “blunt” face. The blades are designed and shaped
in such a way that they will fit into the calyx of the fruit, cutting the stem
off as close to the calyx as possible. The rounded tip ensures that the skin of
the fruit is not damaged during harvesting.
1 per pack

Corona Sharpening Tool
Ideal for sharpening all straight blades (excludes saw blades).
Easy to fit into your pocket or scabbard. Non-slip grip for easy use.
12.5cm Super carbide file
1 per pack

Dura 4 Pruner
This pruner is a Felco 4 look-a-like.
Forged aluminium handle. Total length 21.5cm
1 per pack

Dura 5 Pruner
This pruner is a Felco 5 look-a-like.
Steel handle. Total length 22.5cm
1 per pack
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Dura 6 Pruner
This pruner is a Felco 6 look-a-like.
Forged aluminium handle. Total length 19.5cm
1 per pack

Dura Cut & Hold Shear
High quality pruner especially suited for roses. With cut and hold feature to
facilitate easy cutting of flowers for the vase, and rapid harvesting in
commercial applications.
Fully serviceable, spare parts are available
High grade forged carbon steel blades assure sharpness & longevity
Robust lightweight aluminum handles with built-in center adjustment
Forged steel hook & sap groove, keeps a sharp edge, easy to sharpen
Unique 2 stage opening control, allows full opening for normal use and
restricted opening for repetitive smaller cuts - helps to reduce R.S.I.
Open spring design, ideal when used in and around soil
1 per pack

Felco 11
Superbly balanced, the Felco 11 offers a large cutting capacity and has an
ergonomic, hand-fitted design. The narrow, pointed anvil blade allows easy
access to twiggy branches and ensures a close cut to the trunk. An adjustable
locking segment allows precision alignment of the easily replaced blade.
Cleverly designed with shock absorbers, wrist fatigue is a thing of the past.
Length: 8 1/4 inches (21cm) Weight: 8.5oz (240g).
1 per pack

Felco 2
This is the original Felco pruner design, and has remained unchanged for over
forty years. Imitated the world over, this popular model, like all the other
Felco models, continues the fine Swiss tradition of workmanship. Solid-forged
metal alloy handles are complemented by a replaceable, precision-hardened
cutting blade and an anvil blade with a sap groove. The hardened nut and bolt
assure exact adjustment of both the cutting and anvil blades. Designed with a
rubber cushion and shock absorber, the Felco 2 provides smooth cutting with
little effort.
Length: 8 1/2 inches (21cm) Weight: 7.8oz. (220g).
1 per pack
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Felco 300 (for cutting flowers and fruit)
Picking and Trimming snips.
The cutting head is specifically designed for a precise, clean cut.
1 per pack

Felco 310 (for cutting flowers and fruit)
Picking and Trimming snips.
The slender cutting head allows easy access to fruit and flower stems.
1 per pack

Felco 4
This model offers the same quality cutting blade and long-lasting aluminum
alloy-coated handles as the Felco 2. The blade adjustment is only by the center
nut and bolt. It lacks the rubber cushion, shock absorber, and locking segment,
yet it remains a fantastic pruning tool available at a lower cost.
Length: 8 1/4 inches (21cm) Weight: 7.8oz (220g).
1 per pack

Felco 5
This is the most basic Felco pruner with excellent cutting ability. With handles
made from solid steel and simplified construction, it is an ideal choice for the
home hobby gardener. Lacking amenities such as the cushion stop, sap groove, and
wire-cutting notch, this tool is simple and efficient.
Length: 9 inches (225cm) Weight: 11oz (310g).
1 per pack
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Felco 50 Sheep Hoof Shear
Reliable: comfortable, light, sturdy handles made of forged aluminium with a
lifetime guarantee* / blade and screw mounted anvil blade made of high-quality
hardened steel / clean, precise cut / all parts can be replaced. Easy, durable
cutting adjustment / Protection against the risk of hoof infections thanks to
blades coated with XYLAN®. Hand and wrist protection, and optimisation of the
force exerted are provided by the revolving handle, the angled head and the
cushion-shock absorber / non-slip coating.
1 per pack

Felco 51 Sheep Hoof Shear
Comfortable, light, sturdy handles made of forged aluminium with a lifetime
guarantee* / blade and screw mounted anvil blade made of high-quality hardened
steel / clean, precise cut / all parts can be replaced. Easy, durable cutting
adjustment / Protection against the risk of hoof infections thanks to blades
coated with XYLAN®. Hand and wrist protection and optimisation of the force
exerted are provided by the ideal shape of the handles, the angled head and the
cushion-shock absorber / non-slip coating.
1 per pack

Felco 7
Perfect for you or the gardening pro in your life, the rotating handle revolves
on its axis, allowing your fingers to move naturally, thereby reducing the
blisters and hand fatigue that so often accompany prolonged pruning work. This
unique swivel action requires up to 30 percent less effort than conventional
models and offers maximum comfort. Both the cutting and anvil blades are smooth
and the narrow, pointed blade design allows for close, precision pruning.
Length: 8 1/4 inches (21cm) Weight: 10.2 oz (290g).
1 per pack

Felco 8
Felco itself states that this pruner sets the standard for high leverage and
effortless pruning. It is identical to the Felco 7, except for the rotating
handle that allows for left-handed use. Light alloy handles are shaped to act as
an extension of the forearm and the anvil blade handle is designed to prevent
the pruner from sliding through your hand. Hollow-ground, this Swiss
precision-hardened steel blade features a wire-cutting notch. The blades are set
on dowel pins for easy maintenance and replacement.
Length: 8 1/4 inches (21cm) Weight: 8.7oz (245g).
1 per pack
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Felco 902 Sharpening Stone
Fine-grained ceramic grinding stone for fine and clean sharpening. It is
practical, retains its shape, and is ideal for sharpening blades on all pruning
shears and cutters.
1 per pack

Felco 903 Sharpening Tool
Multi-function sharpening tool made of diamond-coated hardened steel. Essential
for the sharpening, strengthening and honing of blade cutting edges to a
professional standard. For pruning shears and cable cutters.
1 per pack

Felco 910 Leather Holster – Belt Loop & Clip
The F910 Leather holster is perfect for fitting onto your belt or into your
pocket, and has high tension metal clips on the back.
1 per pack

Felco 912 Leather Holster – Belt Loop
The F912 Leather holster is perfect for fitting onto your belt or into your
pocket, and has high tension metal clips on the back. The F912 is cone shaped
with a belt loop.
1 per pack
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Felco 980 Spray
Cleans, lubricates and protects against rust. Prevents all traces of sap and
dust. For pruning shears and cable cutters. VOC free.
Capacity: 56 ml (1.89 fl. oz.)
1 per pack

Felco C108 Cable Cutter
Designed on the basis of modern and exclusive technologies, FELCO's two-hand
Cable Cutters deliver a powerful, clean cut with enhanced user's comfort and
safety. In addition, their durability and reliability are truly exceptional.
Felco C108 Cable Cutter, capacity 8mm
Unbreakable hardened handles made of forged aluminium with a lifetime guarantee
/ blades and fastenings in high-quality hardened steel, phosphate-treated,
corrosion-resistant / parts subject to wear and tear can be replaced. A force
transmission system with cam device for easier cutting / clean, precise cut
without crushing the cable thanks to the triangular cutting system / easy and
durable cutting adjustment. Lightweight handles / helpful lever effect /
comfortable plastic coating.
1 per pack

Felco C112 Cable Cutter
Designed on the basis of modern and exclusive technologies, FELCO's two-hand
Cable Cutters deliver a powerful, clean cut with enhanced user's comfort and
safety. In addition, their durability and reliability are truly exceptional.
Felco C112 Cable Cutter, capacity 12,7 mm
Unbreakable hardened handles made of forged aluminium with a lifetime guarantee
/ blades and fastenings in high-quality hardened steel, phosphate-treated,
corrosion-resistant / parts subject to wear and tear can be replaced. A Force
transmission system with cam device for easier cutting / clean, precise cut
without crushing the cable thanks to the triangular cutting system / easy and
durable cutting adjustment. Lightweight handles / helpful lever effect /
comfortable plastic coating.
1 per pack

Felco C12 Cable Cutter
Designed on the basis of modern and exclusive technologies, FELCO's two-hand
Cable Cutters deliver a powerful, clean cut with enhanced user's comfort and
safety. In addition, their durability and reliability are truly exceptional.
Felco C12 Cable Cutter, capacity 12 mm
Two hand cutter for cutting steel cables up to 12mm in diameter. Optimum cutting
yield due to the shape of the handles and the special blades. A tool capable of
satisfying the most varied requirements. Hardened steel blades which are
replaceable. Unbreakable forged aluminium alloy handles with plastic covering
for good grip.
1 per pack
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Felco C16 Cable Cutter
Designed on the basis of modern and exclusive technologies, FELCO's two-hand
Cable Cutters deliver a powerful, clean cut with enhanced user's comfort and
safety. In addition, their durability and reliability are truly exceptional.
Felco C16 Cable Cutter, capacity 16 mm
Two hand cutter for cutting steel cables up to 16mm in diameter. Also
recommended for cutting metal rods and spring steel wire. Optimum cutting yield
which is due to the shape of the handles and the special blades. This tool is
capable of satisfying the most varied industrial requirements.
1 per pack

Felco C16E Cable Cutter
Designed on the basis of modern and exclusive technologies, FELCO's two-hand
Cable Cutters deliver a powerful, clean cut with enhanced user's comfort and
safety. In addition, their durability and reliability are truly exceptional.
Felco C16E Cable Cutter for electric cables, capacity 20mm
Unbreakable hardened handles made of forged aluminium with a lifetime guarantee
/ blades and fastenings in high-quality hardened steel / parts subject to wear
and tear can be replaced. The blade geometry is specially developed for cutting
electrical cables / clean, precise cut without crushing the cable thanks to the
triangular cutting system / easy and durable cutting adjustment. Lightweight
handles / helpful lever effect / comfortable plastic coating.
1 per pack

Felco C3 Cable Cutter
One-handed cable cutters guarantee clean and precise cutting of small
diameters and are ideal for stainless steel cables. These tools are popular in
the tire and fencing/trellising industries.
Felco C3 Cable Cutter, capacity 3-3.5 mm
Wire cutters specially designed for repetitive use cutting radial ply carcass
high strength steel cables in the pneumatics industry. Specially shaped cutting
head with a smaller opening for smaller diameters.
1 per pack

Felco C7 Cable Cutter
One-handed cable cutters guarantee clean and precise cutting of small
diameters and are ideal for stainless steel cables. These tools are popular in
the tire and fencing/trellising industries.
Felco C7 Cable Cutter, capacity 7 mm
This cutter can be used by craftsmen, electricians, foresters, DIY enthusiasts
and also in repair workshops. It is a small, single-handed cutter, compact,
light and very easy to handle. The ideal tool to keep in your tool box.
Recommended for cutting spring steel wire up to 2.5mm and cables up to 7mm.
1 per pack
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Felco C9 Cable Cutter
Designed on the basis of modern and exclusive technologies, FELCO's two-hand
Cable Cutters deliver a powerful, clean cut with enhanced user's comfort and
safety. In addition, their durability and reliability are truly exceptional.
Felco C9 Cable Cutter, capacity 9 mm
The smallest two hand cutter in the Felco range. Light and easily handled, it
cuts easily through hardened steel wire up to 4mm, and steel wire rope of 9mm
diameter. It has hardened steel blades which are replaceable. Unbreakable forged
aluminium alloy handles with plastic covering for good grip.
1 per pack

Felco CDO Barbed Wire Cutter
One-handed cable cutters guarantee clean and precise cutting of small
diameters and are ideal for stainless steel cables. These tools are popular in
the tire and fencing/trellising industries.
Felco CDO Barbed Wire Cutter, capacity 5mm
Cutter specially designed for cutting barbed wire. Its cutting notch allows the
wire to be caught by holding it at the bottom of the cutting profile. Small and
efficient, it can easily be carried in a pocket. Hardened steel blades and
centre bolt, pressed steel handles with plastic coating.
1 per pack

Grape Harvesting Shear (Carpa Shear)
A sold metal shear that is virtually indestructible. One blade has deep
serrations to stop the stem of the grapes sliding out of the jaw of the shear
when cutting, while the other blade is razor sharp.
1 per pack

Italian Pruning Shear – CAP 900
An affordable shear that offers you a comfortable plastic grip together with a
sturdy, thick mild steel blade.
1 per pack
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Plastic Olive Rakes
Use this Olive rake to harvest your olives. Simply drag the rake through the
tree and the ripe olives will be harvested. The rake has 9 soft plastic fingers
to increase your harvesting efficiency. The hollow handle allows for optional
mounting on a 20mm wood or steel pole so olives that are out of reach can be
harvested without the use of a ladder.
1 per pack

Pruning Tree Seal (20lt)
By using the Pruning Seal it will form a barrier that prevents disease and
insects that can enter through pruned areas. It forms a barrier so trees can
heal safely. This pruning sealant is applied to pruning wounds after the cut has
been made. The film that is created will create a barrier that will help to
prevent diseases and insects from getting into the freshly cut wood which
affects the health of the plant in the next growing season. Will also assist
with the healing process.
20 litres

Red Rooster Vine Lopper
Vine lopper.
Cutting capacity: 30mm. Total length: 700mm
Syper-alloy hardended steel cutting blade. Drop forged hardened counter blade.
Sap grove reduces friction and blades sticking. Rubber buffers cushion impact
and reduce fatigue.
1 per pack

Stainless Steel Snips (Short)
This is a light duty snip/scissor that is ideal for use when cutting flowers and
when making cuttings in a nursery environment. The stainless blades stay sharp
and one of the blades is serrated. Very light and comfortable to use, spare
springs are available.
Total length: 15cm
1 Per pack
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Thorn Stripper
To cut off flowers, remove thorns, prune stalks, remove leaves. For roses,
carnations, asters, chrysanthemums and other flowers. For florists, recreational
and hobby gardeners.
Instructions for use:
Hold the flower in a vertical position.
Clasp the stalk at right angle and without pressure.
Pull down quickly and with slight pressure.
Cut the stalk aslant with lower blade.
1 per pack

